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OUT IN THE OPEN PLACES

By Will Maupin, in Mid-West Magazine, May-June.

Out in the wide open places,

Afar from ihe mart and its strife;

Out in the far reaching places

Where living and loving is life.

Where man is my brother and neighbor,

Not merely a man dwelling near;

Where each gets the fruits of his labor,

And toil brings reward full of cheer.

Far from the striving and toiling

For merely the uplift of self;

Far from the scheming and moiling

For nothing but glittering pelf.

Out where the sunlight is brightest,

Where winds ripple billows of grain;

Where hearts are gayest and lightest

And love sings its sweetest refrain;

Over the hills and the valleys,

By streams and their shady retreats;

Away from the hot, steaming alleys.

Away from the hot, noisy streets.

Out in God's open are winging

The birds that are fearless and free;

Softly and sweetly their singing

Is bringing a message to me.

Of wide, far places I'm dreaming;

Of reaches of prairie and fen:

Where Nature's own colors are gleaming

And God draws the nearest to men.

I long for the soft breezes blowing,

For scent of the flower-strewn sod;

Where reaping comes sure from the sowing,

And man iraws the nearest to God.
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WHAT ONE WOMAN DID.

Letters of a Woman Homesteader. By Elinore

Pruitt Stewart. Published by Houghton, Mifflin

Company, Boston. 1914. Price, $1.25 net.

As told in the publisher's note these genuinely

interesting letteis were written by a young woman

who, after the loss of her husband in a railway

accident, went to Denver to seek support for her

self and her two-year-old daughter Jerrine. With

flie brave spirit that shrinks from no hardship in

necessary employment the writer of these charm

ing letters to a friend who had known her readi

ness to serve, accepted the position as housekeeper

to a Scotch ranchman who had taken up a quar

ter-section in Wyoming.

The delightful humor of her artless account

of the journey, and of her arrival at Burnt Fork

way up close to the Forest Eeserve of Utah and

sixty 'miles from the railroad, wins in the first

letter, the interest of the reader to whom the

romance and heroism of ac tual life appeals more

forcibly than the impossible situations of senti

mental fiction.

From .the filing of her land claim and her be

coming, as she says, "a bloated land owner," Mrs.

Stewart passes into the busiest, happiest life she

can remember, though it appears to hold the usual

hardships and privations of the pioneer settler.

These, however, are so lightened and glorified by

the radiance of a sunny spirit that we find the

record of them as captivating as the original

characters that figure in the various situations

which the reviewer would be happy to transcribe

if space permitted. Not the least interesting of

these pioneer personages is the employing ranch

man himself with his delightful Scotch dialect

which most certainly possessed a wooing charm

for the letter writer who finally confesses to her

friend, "The thing I have done is to marry Mr.

Stewart." And life after that quiet, unparaded

event seems to have moved along with "joy waves

radiating from this ranch" in progressive home

comforts and refinements described with loving

simplicity that serves as a model for those re

moved from the alluring vanities of civilization.

A. L. M.
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THE TAXATION PROBLEM.

Essays On Taxation. By Edwin R. A. Seligman,

McVickar Professor of Political Economy, Columbia

University. Published by the Macmillan Co., New

York. 1913. Price $4.00 net.

The student of taxation wishing information

concerning its historical development and the

legal status of certain forms will find Professor

Seligman's book an interesting and valuable work

of reference. Especially will this be realized on

reading the chapter devoted to the General Prop

erty Tax. No one who studies the facte therein

presented can fail to realize the utter futility of

all efforts to enforce so discredited a system. It

makes clear the ignorance of those legislators who

are still trying to discover some device by which

this fallacious scheme may be made to work and

to have good results. "As a system it is open to

every conceivable objection," says Professor Selig

man and he seems to thoroughly prove his case,

even though the objections he presents are not

as strong as some that he omits. He fails to note

that the practical effect of taxing labor and its

products is to discourage and check the produc

tion of wealth. Entirely beyond him is the fact

that taxation of labor products is merely legal

ized robbery. Yet his very omissions make more

clear the weakness of the case for the General

Property Tax, inasmuch as the Professor is able

to discredit it without even touching on funda

mental principles.

The greater part of the book is devoted to ex

planations of various methods of taxation tried

or in force in various states of the Union and
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in foreign countries. Facts are presented at suf

ficient length to enable them to be properly un

derstood and yet the presentation is brief enough

for the busy student to avoid waste of time with

non-essentials while securing the information he

may wish.

But while the work is deserving of praise in

sofar as it tells of or comments on the results of

legislation enacted,, it is defective in its discus

sion of methods proposed. This is probably due

to the fact that the Professor has apparently no

clear idea of any basic principle on which a just

system of taxation should be founded. His re

jection of the General Property Tax, and his

ability to see flaws in various specific taxes on

certain forms of property, leave him unable con

sistently to recommend strict adherence to the

doctrine of taxation in accordance with ability to

pay—strong as his inclination to do so, appears to

be. He rejects the principle of taxation accord

ing to benefits conferred, apparently oblivious to

the fact that this puts him in the position of rec

ommending that some should pay more to gov

ernment than its services to them are worth and

others should pay less. This failure to present a

fundamental principle would not be so surprising

but for the fact that the author is Professor of

Political Economy at Columbia University, and

may therefore be fairly presumed to be sufficiently

acquainted with that science to need no reminder

that it clearly and definitely enables its students

to see the fundamental principle on which a cor

rect system of taxation must be based.

The chapter on the Singletax is the one in

which the Professor's disregard of fundamental

principles leads him into the most serious of

errors. It is nearly twenty years since these same

errors presented in an earlier edition were pointed

nut by Thomas G. Shearman in his Natural Tax

ation. Yet the original statements are repeated

herein and no mention whatever is made of Mr.

Shearman's comments. Can it be that the Pro

fessor has not read Natural Taxation? No, for

in a footnote, he makes a somewhat ill-tempered

allusion to it. The omission of any answer to

Mr. Shearman's comment renders unnecessary

anything further, except that Mr. Shearman

spared the Professor any reference to certain

ridiculous parts of this chapter. One of these

ridiculous parts is bringing in as serious argu

ment Voltaire's story of the man of forty crowns.

That story—however it might apply to what Vol

taire had in mind—requires a most distorted con

ception of George's proposition to be applied to

it. One does sometimes hear persons, ignorant of

political economy, say that the Singletax would

exempt holders of securities. The Professor needs

no instruction regarding the fact that in taxing

the property represented by securities the holder

of them is taxed. Yet he seriously presents as a

fact Voltaire's imaginary untaxed heir to "money

and securities." Professor Seligman himself ad

vocates abolition of the personal property tax. If

Voltaire's story is to be considered as an argu

ment at all, it applies to the Professor's own prop

osition as well as to the Singletax. His bring

ing it in illustrates the difficulty if not impossi

bility of arguing against the Singletax and the

General Property Tax at one and the same time

without blundering into absurd inconsistencies.

However, these defects should not blind one to

the many scholarly and valuable parts of the

book.

S. D.
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The Singletax Review.

A timely article in the May-June number of the

Singletax Review (150 Nassau St., New York), is

that of W. B. Northrop on "Who Owns The United

States?" This article, accompanied by a map, shows

the railroads to be owners of 200,000,000 acres. These

corporations are thus readily seen to be the biggest

land owners in the United States. A "Plain Talk

with Farmers on the Singletax" by Charles Hardon

is an excellent addition to the number of articles

which make clear the benefits of the Singletax to

the very class whose self interest ought to make the

most ardent advocates of that reform. The Bi-

Monthly news letter furnishes the usual interesting

information concerning the progress of the move

ment. "The Real Cause of the High Cost of Living"'

by Henry H. Hardinge makes clear the answer to

the most pressing question of today. There is much

other information of value in this exceedingly inter

esting number of this useful magazine.

S. D.
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This great discovery [the Hare system of Propor

tional Representation], for it is no less, in the polit

ical art, inspired me . . . "with new and more

sanguine hopes respecting the future of human so

ciety, by freeing the form of political institutions

towards which the whole civilized world is mani

festly and irresistibly tending [i. e., democracy] from

the chief part of what seemed to qualify, or render

doubtful, Its ultimate benefits. ... I can under

stand that persons, otherwise intelligent, should, for

want of sufficient examination, be repelled from Mr.

Hare's plan by what they think the complex nature

of its machinery. But any one who does not feel the

want which the scheme is intended to supply; any

one who throws it over as a mere intellectual sub

tlety or crotchet, tending to no valuable purpose, and

unworthy the attention of practical men, may be pro

nounced an incompetent statesman, unequal to the

politics of the future.—John Stuart Mill in his Auto

biography.
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Every theory must be judged, not only by its power

of making grimaces at opposing theories, but also

and chiefly by its own positive adequacy to the

facts.—Bowne in "Studies in Theism."


